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Churchill Downs: Spring Meet 2017 
Thirty-Second Day: Thursday, June 22, 2017 
Post Time: 5:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats To Date: 306-79-59-53—26%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
MANHATTAN MISCHIEF looks like he has the field in Thursday’s opener 
over the proverbial barrel, as the bay son of Into Mischief has been razor 
sharp since last fall and has finished in the money in 12 of his past 19 
starts. Six-year-old gelding hasn’t been worse than second since trainer 
J.R. Caldwell haltered him for $16,000 at Oaklawn Park back in February, 
and he made short work of three entrants—FOURTH OF JULY, ROCKSTAR 
JAM, and RHYTHM PARK—that he faces again in this compact five-horse 
field. It doesn’t hurt that he’s the controlling speed of the race (he’s 
quicker on paper than he other early speed threat RHYTHM PARK) and 
draws the one-hole. He looks gone, gate-to-wire at a criminally short price; 
holds all the aces. The bay RHYTHM PARK had a big year in 2016 winning 
five-of-nine starts including a string of five consecutive victories from 
August-November. Bay son of Divine Park was the beaten favorite in 
Indiana in his last race, but that was a salty $40K optional 
claiming/second-level allowance heat that came off the grass, and he 
hooked a pair of next-out winners in that affair. He figures to get a good 
trip stalking the top choice in what may turn out to be a “conveyor-belt”, 
chase-around affair, and he has won his past two starts in Louisville. I like 
the turn back in distance to this seven-eighths trip; contender. FOURTH OF 
JULY is a very consistent son of Street Cry (Ire) that is sharp right now, as 
he’s two lengths and a nose off of being a perfect four-for-four off the claim 
for trainer Stephen Sandy. I like that he has retained honest form while 
ascending in class, and he has never missed the exacta in Louisville; 
threat. BAD STUDENT seems to be better at distances from one-mile to a 
mile and a sixteenth and while he turns back to a seven-furlong trip in this 
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spot for trainer David Vance, he does drop down in class off his past two 
starts and hasn’t been worse than second in his past two outings facing 
$12,500 starter allowance adversaries. 14-time winner has won seven-of-
19 starts lifetime at Churchill Downs, hasn’t missed the trifecta in 18 of his 
past 24 races, and he moves up with any kind of moisture in the racetrack. 
There is a decent chance for rain in the Louisville area on Thursday (6-22-
17), and he’s 6-1 on the morning line; overlay material. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-2-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
The dark bay filly BLAZE STAR broke a step slow and made a bid from off 
the pace—not her preferred running style—only to flatten out between 
rivals in the stretch drive against open $40K claiming stock in Louisville 
19 days ago. She’s more effective when she’s in the race early, she gets 
reunited with jockey Robby Albarado, and takes a lateral class move into 
the $40,000 starter allowance ranks in this spot. Daughter of 
Archarcharch should get a good trip stalking/pressing the pace in this 
sprint, and she has hit the board in two-of-three starts lifetime over wet 
racetracks should the track come up “sloppy”; rates top billing. 
BLACKBERRY FARM pressed a quick pace in her first start against 
winners and came up empty in the drive behind a daylight winner, and I 
like the turn back in distance to this six-furlong affair with a pair of one-
turn, eight-furlong races under her belt. She will likely settle and make 
one-run on the turn back, and the early pace should be honest. I like that 
she beat a next-out winner by five lengths and change while stepping up in 
class when she broke her maiden two starts back. “Bullet” :35 2/5 blowout 
on June 16 noted; contender. NAUGHTY LITTLE NUN makes up half of a 
formidable, coupled Bernie Flint entry and the daughter of 
Songandaprayer has a license to improve making her third start off a 
layoff. Chestnut miss split a field of eight and finished two lengths behind 
her stablemate BLAZE STAR in her last start when stepping up to tackle 
$40K open claiming company, and she will fuel an honest pace in this spot 
along with the fleet-of-foot SNACK SHACK. She was an honest second in 
her only prior start in the slop; more interested if it rains. STAY SPICY 
broke on the bridle, assumed a mid-pack stalking position then lost all 
chance when she was bumped and had to steady at the five-sixteenths-pole 
in her first start against winners, and she crossed the wire a nose behind 
Milady Rocks in her only start over an “off” surface but was kissed into the 
win via disqualification. She was three lengths to the good of fellow entrant 
AWESOMETACTIC in the maiden win, and she faced some honest stock in 
her last two starts in Arkansas hooking the likes of Fiesta and Sameeha. 
She’s another that moves up in the mud; can’t leave her out and feel good 
about it. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-1a(part of entry)-6 
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RACE THREE 
BAFFIN is a dark bay son of Justin Phillip— a grade one winning sprinter—
is out of a stakes winning Foxhound mare, and he fetched $170,000 as a 
two-year-old in training at the Ocala Breeder’s Sale back in April. He will 
make his career debut for the Steve Asmussen barn, whose outfit has led 
over plenty of nice juvenile stock at the tilt. This colt is a half-brother to 
the stakes winner Reata’s Quik Punch, he sports a sharp A.M. move from 
the gate in :47 3/5 at Keeneland on June 3, and attracts the services of 
Corey Lanerie; looks “live” right out of the box. GRANDPA KNOWS BEST 
was a $220,000 Fasig-Tipton July yearling purchase last year and is by 
More Than Ready, a four-time stakes winner at two, and he’s out of a 
winning Hennessy mare. Trainer Kenny McPeek is capable of getting a 
two-year-old to win on debut, and his barn led over three winners on 
Sunday’s card in Louisville. Dark bay colt sports a gap-free public work tab 
since May and has a couple of sharp three-furlong A.M. gate moves under 
his belt for the career debut; contender. WYATT’S TOWN gets an 
unfortunate post draw coming out of the one-hole for his first start, but this 
bay Speightstown colt brought $260,000 as a yearling at Keeneland last 
September, and his dam—Natural Rush—is by Indian Charlie out of Lu 
Ravi, an eight-time stakes winner and earner of over $1.8 million lifetime. 
There are a couple of gaps in his public work tab, but his latest half-mile 
breeze from the gate in :47 flat at Keeneland is sharp for the Asmussen 
barn, an outfit that does excellent work with its’ juvenile stock; threat. 
FRED’STWIRLINCANDY is a first-time starter that hails from the Lon 
Wiggins barn, an outfit that wins at a decent clip with not only its’ first-
time starters, but also hits at a solid rate with their two-year-olds. He’s 15-
1 on the morning line and will likely go off in that price range or higher. 
Demands attention in the paddock and post parade—watch the tote board. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-2-4 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
The gray IRON MANE has never run a poor race sprinting on turf outside 
of stakes company, and he probably needed his last start off a near seven-
month layoff. This race may come off the grass with rain in the Louisville 
forecast for Thursday evening, but he was a solid third behind a daylight 
next-out winner in his only start over a “fast” main track last fall at 
Keeneland. He’ll be tighter this go-around and catches a “soft” entry-level 
allowance group of turf sprinters in this heat; choice. WHISKEY TREE will 
make his first start off the claim for Karl Broberg barn, an outfit that wins 
at a high percentage in this type of scenario and while he steps up in class 
noticeably from the open $5K ranks into this entry-level allowance affair, 
he hooked a “live” crew in his last start including the razor-sharp and 
game Ship Disturber and fellow next-out winner Turn Back Time. He has 
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run well on this class level facing arguably tougher foes at Charles Town, 
Laurel and Tampa Bay Downs in the past, and he’s a “mud lark” that is less 
than a length from being a perfect three-for-three lifetime in the slop. He 
has hints of green in his pedigree if the race stays on the grass—he’ll be a 
major player if it comes off. At 15-1 on the morning line and a good odds 
almost assured on the class hike, he has the looks of a “live” price play. 
NOSHACKLESHERE stalked a blazing pace and finished with mild interest 
in his turf debut at Indiana Grand 30 days ago and was third, beaten six 
lengths and change in a heat that went in a eye-catching :55 4/5 over a 
course that has been yielding quick times. He’ll get blinkers for the first 
time in this spot, and he has an affinity for this straight five-furlong trip. 
He’s bred top and bottom to handle the slop if the race comes off the turf; 
some things to like. JOHNNY OBVIOUS sports some suspect form off a 
layoff, and he returns to the races off a two-month plus freshening in this 
spot, but the bay gave a good account of himself in his first turf start, 
where he faced a nice horse in Bound For Nowhere—who runs June 22 in 
the Commonwealth Cup (Gr.1T) at the Royal Ascot meet—and finished fifth 
of 12 against a good field, beaten seven lengths and change for all the 
money. The lack of a public work since the April 20 start sends up some 
red flags, but this is a light crew; on the fringes.  
 
SELECTIONS: 1a(part of entry)-7-4-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
There are a lot of front-running types signed-on in this seven-furlong 
extended sprint, and SWORDFISH figures to get a great mid-pack stalking 
trip under jockey Corey Lanerie and be in prime position to pick off the 
dying speed from the three-sixteenths-pole to the wire. I like the turn back 
in distance to seven-eighths with six races from a mile to a mile and a 
sixteenth under his belt, and he put forth the best effort of his career to 
date on this class level two weeks ago; picks ‘em up, sets them down in the 
stretch drive. At 10-1 on the morning line SCAMP is an interesting play as 
the first runner of 2017 for Hall of Fame conditioner Carl Nafzger, as the 
bay son of Afleet Alex ran the best race of his career for this outfit off a 
near 10-month layoff, and he returns to the races off a near eight-month 
hiatus in this spot. The five-year-old is a still a maiden—never a great sign—
but he was an honest third with Sophie Doyle up at nearly 49-1 over a 
“good”, sealed racetrack at Keeneland versus maiden allowance types last 
fall, and he takes a stout class drop into the maiden $20K claiming ranks 
this evening; “live” longshot. ARODG ran well in his first start of the claim 
for the high-percentage Brad Cox barn when dipping down slightly in class 
facing $20K maiden claiming stock, and he gets wheeled back off 19 days 
rest to try the same class level in this heat. He did all the heavy lifting on 
the front-end in his last race and was only beaten a length for all the 
money, and he’s bred top and bottom to handle the slop (by Ghostzapper 
out of a Mr. Greeley mare). He has plenty of upside making just his third 
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career start; threat. HOW’S MY BUD has improved in each outing since 
returning from a brief layoff back in May and dropping into the $20,000 
maiden claiming ranks, and he demonstrated a nice turn of foot from off 
the pace in his last start, but he chances were thwarted in the stretch drive 
when he was bumped around a couple of times in a roughly-run race. Son 
of Street Boss has a license for further improvement making the third start 
of his current form cycle, and jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr. stays put for 
trainer Chris Richard. He’s 8-1 on the morning line and will get pace in 
front of him to set up his late kick; overlay material. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-1-10 
 
 
RACE SIX 
The chestnut filly MARCY DARCY is the stronger half of a formidable 
Stonestreet Farm coupled entry, as the chestnut daughter of Smart Strike 
has never put forth a poor effort for trainer Steve Asmussen and was on 
the wrong end of a photo for the win in her first crack against winners in 
her last start—typically the sign of a nice horse. Smart Strike filly is out of 
Hot Dixie Chick, a speedy Dixie Union filly that won the Schuylerville 
Stakes (G3) at Saratoga as a two-year-old over a “good” racetrack in 1:10 
flat, also for the Asmussen barn. She was only five lengths and change off 
eventual Ashland Stakes (G1) winner Sailor’s Valentine in her career 
debut in a “live” maiden allowance race at Keeneland last fall that also 
featured two next-out winners. The likely “off” track is a bit of a concern, 
but she’s bred top and bottom to handle it; major player. LANEY is a 
multiple graded stakes-placed daughter of Shackleford that has won her 
past two starts off the sidelines and was making up ground late on Benner 
Island in the Eight Belles Stakes (G2) on Oaks Day in her first start over a 
“sloppy”, sealed racetrack. She has finished in the money in all four of her 
starts in 2017, and I like the she has improved while moving up in class. 
She has three solid works under her belt since her last start, including a 
sharp :35 3/5 three-panel “bullet” move at Keeneland on June 10. She 
handled “a other than” types at Tampa three starts back, but is eligible for 
this race because she was in for a $75K tag in that affair. She’s spotted to 
win here; formidable. NOELLE’S MISCHIEF makes up the other half of the 
strong Stonestreet coupled entry, and this improving Into Mischief filly 
ran well in her first start against winners 32 days ago under the Twin 
Spires to be third behind a sharp effort from Sentence, who won by open 
lengths and is 3-1 on the morning line in the next race on this evening’s 
card. I like the slight turn back in distance, and she gained some 
experience over a “wet-fast” track in her last start and posted a money 
finish despite being five-wide at the quarter-pole; threat. CHAMPAGNE 
PROBLEMS has placed in 50 percent of her lifetime starts, her one-turn 
form is solid, and she turns back in distance off her past two starts for 
trainer Ian Wilkes, whose barn is winning at a 23 percent clip at the meet 
to date. She was a respectable third in her lone sprint start over a “muddy” 
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track, has finished in the money in two-of-three lifetime starts in 
Louisville, and MINNIE BLIP, GOLDEN DOMER and DIAL ME figure to 
provide enough early pace to set up her late kick. She’s 10-1 on the 
morning line; using in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-1a(part of entry)-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
The feature on this week’s “Twilight Thursday” card is a contentious $62K 
optional claiming/second-tier allowance event going six and half panels on 
the main track and promises to be a great betting race. That said, 
DOXOLOGY, who possesses effective tactical speed and gets a good post 
drawn outside of a handful of other front-running types, looks like a solid 
play in her first start off the claim for trainer Randy Morse. Chestnut filly 
went to the sidelines in good form, comes into this race fresh, and hasn’t 
missed the trifecta in her last five starts on the main track. She likes 
Churchill Downs and has won two-of-three lifetime starts over wet 
surfaces. I like that she just missed the win while stepping up in class in 
her last race; choice. The homebred FUHRIOUSLY KISSED hasn’t been 
seen at the races since last November, but she’s an honest filly that has 
placed in five-of-nine lifetime starts and is capable of winning off the 
sidelines. Well-bred daughter of Langfuhr will make her first start for the 
Ian Wilkes barn in this spot, will run with first-time Lasix, and will turn 
back in distance off her past nine races to try a six and a half-furlong trip 
for the first time. She’s 8-1 on the morning line; price play special. 
SENTENCE appears to be the stronger half of the formidable Adele 
Dilschneider/Claiborne Farm coupled entry, and this bay daughter of 
Blame out of an A.P. Indy mare turned a few heads when she broke her 
maiden by eight lengths and change while geared down in 1:22 2/5 in 
Louisville 32 days ago. She has a tendency to break slow (has been flat-
footed at the start in three of her five lifetime starts) but when she doesn’t, 
she wins for fun. I like that trainer Tom Drury gave her 30-plus days off 
the big effort, she clearly likes Churchill, and she can run in the slop; 
contender. STARLIGHT EXPRESS made short work of open $40K claiming 
types in her last start for trainer Jimmy Baker, whose barn has quietly 
had a good meet this spring under the Twin Spires. Chestnut daughter of 
Flower Alley has won two of her past three starts sprinting on the main 
track, won her only prior outing over wet racetrack, and was only beaten 
four lengths and change two starts back on this class level sprinting on the 
turf in a race where she was seven-wide at the quarter-pole. She’s a savory 
10-1 on the morning line; overlay. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-6-1a(part of entry)-8 
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RACE EIGHT 
Not only does LUCKY NUMBER ONE’S look playable on form in Thursday’s 
nightcap “get out” race, but is also a good hunch bet breaking from the one-
hole in this mile and a sixteenth route race for $10,000 maiden claimers. If 
you draw a line through her efforts on turf and Polytrack—two surfaces she 
clearly doesn’t care for—her form looks a lot more appealing. Bay daughter 
of Include ran well in her first start off a two-month layoff on the drop at 
this mile an a sixteenth trip on a “fast” track and has a license to improve 
on that effort in this heat. The x-factor is the projected “sloppy” track, but 
she’s a granddaughter of Broad Brush out of a Mazel Trick mare and 
should handle the going based on her bloodlines; gets the nod. FORTY 
CHRISTINA is another entrant that ran well on the drop in her first start 
off a brief layoff for Hall of Fame trainer Jack Van Berg, and her form 
improved markedly stretching out to a one-turn mile trip in her last race. 
She figures to be more in touch with the early pace in her first start around 
two-turns, and she hooked a pair of next-out winners on debut in Hot 
Springs in a race where her chances were compromised by an awkward 
start; contender. VERY ELEGANT will appreciate stretching back out 
around two-turns in this spot for trainer Bernie Flint, as the chestnut 
daughter of Notional was an honest third of five in her only prior start in a 
dirt route race facing comparable adversaries at Indiana Grand back in 
early May. She split a field of ten on this class level 13 days ago and gets 
wheeled right back, this time with the services of Brian Hernandez, Jr.; 
threat. HIGH STREET has taken action but hasn’t shown much form in 
both her prior starts, though she does have some upside making just her 
third career start in this spot for the Brad Cox barn. Bay daughter of 
Quality Road has past experience in the mud and continues her class 
descent looking for form reversal. She does have legit excuses for the first 
two poor efforts, as she hesitated at the start in the debut run and had to 
steady between rivals on the clubhouse turn in her last race. The drop in 
for a dime may be the ticket; cannot eliminate with confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-10-4          


